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Hash Me! is a free lightweight and portable piece of software that enables you to create hashed passwords by following a simple
set of user-defined rules. Portability perks Since installation is not required, you can drop the program files in any part of the

hard disk and just click the executable to run. There is also the possibility to save Hash Me! to a USB flash disk or other
removable storage unit, in order to directly launch it on any PC without having to install anything beforehand. An important

aspect worth taking into account is that the Windows registry and Start menu do not get updated with new entries, and no extra
files are created on the disk without permission, so no traces are left behind after the app's removal. Create templates with

customized settings Hash Me! supports templates that you can apply each time you want to generate hash passwords. As far as
configuration goes, it is necessary to input the value and salt, specify the salt position and optionally add it to the hash, as well as
pick the hash algorithm (MD5, SHA1, SHA256, SHA384, SHA512), encryption format and types. Once a template it created,
all you have to do is input the text string or point out the file you want hashed (TXT or CSV) and click a button to generate the

hash code (for text strings) and output file with the hash code (for files). Evaluation and conclusion The app does not put a
strain on PC performance, since it runs on low CPU and RAM. There were no kind of issues in our tests, as it did not hang,

crash or pop up error messages. Hash codes and text files are instantly created. All in all, Hash Me! offers a simple solution to
creating templates with the necessary configuration for generating hash codes and files, and it can be easily figured out. This is a

cracked and modified version of HashMe! that has been converted to a portable EXE. Install in: C:\Users\[your
username]\AppData\Local\Games\[file name]. Where [your username] is your username on your computer and [file name] is

the file name of the program. Version: v1.4 (Released: 13 Mar. 2015) #1,203 downloads as of August 25, 2016 This is a
cracked and modified version of HashMe! that has been converted to a portable EXE. Install in: C:\Users
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The keymacro is a fast, easy-to-use and flexible command-line utility for the creation of password hashes using the MD5,
SHA1, SHA256, SHA384 and SHA512 algorithms. It can use multiple different passwords and salt mixtures as well as different
password-hashing strengths. It is designed to be used with the Windows command-line, as well as various scripting languages

such as BASH, PowerShell and VBScript. It is important to specify the password to hash, the salt to use and the output format.
In addition, several iterations can be specified (1 to 8, from 1 to 256, and the decimal and hexadecimal format can also be

specified), as well as the hashing strength (2, 4, 6, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 95, 99, or 100). When no salt is
specified, the password to hash is used as the salt, which speeds up hashing but makes the hash vulnerable to attacks using pre-

computed hash tables. A good choice is to use a separate salt for each hash. Hash Function Description: The keymacro
implements various hashing algorithms, including MD5, SHA1, SHA256, SHA384 and SHA512. Each hash algorithm has
different security characteristics. MD5 is a slow, but strong, algorithm designed to be fast to compute. SHA1 is faster than

MD5, but a poor algorithm to use for password hashing. SHA256, SHA384 and SHA512 are stronger variants of SHA1 that are
much slower to compute. As a rule of thumb, MD5 is suitable for generating passwords or confirmation code, while SHA1 is

better for creating long passwords, and SHA256 to SHA512 for generating hashes for longer passwords. The keymacro can also
calculate RFC2104 HMAC (which uses the MD5, SHA1, SHA256, SHA384 and SHA512 algorithms) and Windows CSPCK

(which uses the SHA1 algorithm), as well as create several hashes of the same input, each with a different iteration count.
Output Formats: Decimal, hexadecimal, ASCII, HEX and binary can all be specified for outputting hashes. As a rule of thumb,
ASCII and binary formats are good for readability and quick checks, while the other formats are better for storage or export.

PowerShell Description: The script generates random password hashes using the 1d6a3396d6
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Hash Me! is a lightweight and portable piece of software that enables you to create hashed passwords by following a simple set
of user-defined rules. Portability perks Since installation is not required, you can drop the program files in any part of the hard
disk and just click the executable to run. There is also the possibility to save Hash Me! to a USB flash disk or other removable
storage unit, in order to directly launch it on any PC without having to install anything beforehand. An important aspect worth
taking into account is that the Windows registry and Start menu do not get updated with new entries, and no extra files are
created on the disk without permission, so no traces are left behind after the app's removal. Create templates with customized
settings Hash Me! supports templates that you can apply each time you want to generate hash passwords. As far as configuration
goes, it is necessary to input the value and salt, specify the salt position and optionally add it to the hash, as well as pick the hash
algorithm (MD5, SHA1, SHA256, SHA384, SHA512), encryption format and types. Once a template it created, all you have to
do is input the text string or point out the file you want hashed (TXT or CSV) and click a button to generate the hash code (for
text strings) and output file with the hash code (for files). Evaluation and conclusion The app does not put a strain on PC
performance, since it runs on low CPU and RAM. There were no kind of issues in our tests, as it did not hang, crash or pop up
error messages. Hash codes and text files are instantly created. All in all, Hash Me! offers a simple solution to creating templates
with the necessary configuration for generating hash codes and files, and it can be easily figured out. Hash Me! Download 70
Essential Password Managers IP Firewall Manager Cloud Music Manager Similar software shotlights: EaseUS Partition
Manager Pro for Mac 8.1.4 � EaseUS Partition Manager Pro 8.1.4 provides you with everything you need to manage,
manipulate, repair, secure, and backup your drives. It is a free partition tool that supports various types of drives and
partitions.It supports drives such as... EaseUS Maintain™ 2012 Upgrade 1.0 � EaseUS Maintain™ 2012 Upgrade helps you
keep your computer running smoothly and prevents problems from happening in the future. It checks and repairs all

What's New In?

Hash Me! is a lightweight and portable piece of software that enables you to create hashed passwords by following a simple set
of user-defined rules. Portability perks Since installation is not required, you can drop the program files in any part of the hard
disk and just click the executable to run. There is also the possibility to save Hash Me! to a USB flash disk or other removable
storage unit, in order to directly launch it on any PC without having to install anything beforehand. An important aspect worth
taking into account is that the Windows registry and Start menu do not get updated with new entries, and no extra files are
created on the disk without permission, so no traces are left behind after the app's removal. Create templates with customized
settings Hash Me! supports templates that you can apply each time you want to generate hash passwords. As far as configuration
goes, it is necessary to input the value and salt, specify the salt position and optionally add it to the hash, as well as pick the hash
algorithm (MD5, SHA1, SHA256, SHA384, SHA512), encryption format and types. Once a template it created, all you have to
do is input the text string or point out the file you want hashed (TXT or CSV) and click a button to generate the hash code (for
text strings) and output file with the hash code (for files). Evaluation and conclusion The app does not put a strain on PC
performance, since it runs on low CPU and RAM. There were no kind of issues in our tests, as it did not hang, crash or pop up
error messages. Hash codes and text files are instantly created. All in all, Hash Me! offers a simple solution to creating templates
with the necessary configuration for generating hash codes and files, and it can be easily figured out. Hash Me! Website: Hash
Me! Source Code: What is Hex Editor for Mac? What is HEX Editor for Mac? - HexEdit Mac. HexEdit is a Mac app to create
and edit hexadecimal (hex) files. Hex is a... What is HEX Editor for Mac? - HexEdit Mac. HexEdit is a Mac app to create and
edit hexadecimal (hex) files. Hex is a very simple text format which many things can be represented in it. For example: 1) MAC
Address, 2) IP Addresses, 3) Data structure as it is used in a programming language. HexEdit is a Mac app which works in
compatibility mode for Mac OS X 10.3 or later. HexEdit was designed to do exactly what Hex-Editor is doing, and there is no
plan to add any function
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System Requirements:

For Mac: - Mac OS X 10.9 or later - 2 GB RAM (4 GB recommended) - 2 GB of free disk space - OpenGL 4.1.0 - A mouse,
keyboard, and internet connection - Viewsonic Viewpro X22 For PC: - Windows 7 or later
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